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SIGN UP TODAY!

V I S I T  N O W

DO YOU WANT
TO BECOME A
MODEL?
Are you an aspiring or professional model
looking for a platform to take your
modeling career to next level, be seen by
top brands and get steady jobs?

MANAGE YOUR PORTFLIO
Simply sign up through our portal,
pay subscription fee and create a
portfolio that includes your stats,
photos and contact. With your login
data, you can access & edit your
model portfolio from any place, at
any time!

EARN MONEY AS A MODEL
As a model, you can be booked by
a clients and earn money
modeling. In contrast to traditional
modeling agencies, we do not
charge an agency commission!

BE PART OF A COMMUNITY
Be part of our model community
and become a model - irrespective
of looks and ideal dimensions!
Naturalness and charisma are in
high demand!

RECEIVE SUPPORT
Our expert support team will do
its best to help you with any
questions you may have on your
way to becoming a model!

FEATURES

Premium Models App is a digital
portfolio and booking platform where
models can create a professional
portfolio and be seen by top brands and
clients looking for models for their jobs.

Know what it does. Just in case.

www.premiummodelsapp.com

FOR MORE ENQUIRIES

premiummodelsapp@gmail.com

www.premiummodelsapp.com

+2347062445649

@premiummodelsapp
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Tell us about yourself?

I’m Jianna Wuraola Sohail, a
2 years old kid model, from
Lagos State, Nigeria.

How long have you been
modeling?

2 Years

How old were you when
you decided to do
modeling?

10 months

What motivated you to
pursue a career in
modeling?

She’s always have a look
that catches attention,
coupled with the fact that
I’ve always wanted my
daughter to be a model.

How has been the journey so
far in modeling?
Still growing and not relenting.

Are you pursuing modeling as
a career or is it just a fun?

Will love to pursue it as a
career.

Your first shoot, what was
the challenges?

It wasn’t easy but grown to
enjoy taking shoots, as a lens
lover.

What brands have you
worked with?

Presently an Ambassador
with FOURWALLMAG.

Can you travel outside
your comfort zone for
modeling?

Yes, i can.

Which brands are you
looking forward to
working with?

Skincare products,
Fashion Runway, Cereals
and more

Where do you see
yourself in the next
10years?

I see myself growing and
becoming stronger in the
whatever I set my mind to
(education and modeling
career).



I see myself growing and becoming stronger in the
whatever I set my mind to education and modeling

career.

I'm Jianna Wuraola Sohail, a 2 years old kid model,
from Lagos State, Nigeria. I am available for Fashion
shoot, Product influencing, Commercials, TV advert,
Photo shoot, Brand advert and Billboard advert and
also available to travel. 
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WHAT IS CHILD
MODLEING?

T H E  C O M P L E T E  G U I D E  T O  C H I L D  M O D E L I N G

Child modelling is when your child’s image is used to
promote a commercial product or service either in print or
digital form. It also includes live runway shows and
appearances. In a nutshell, it’s when a company pays for
the privilege of using taking your child’s photos and using
them to promote their brand.

Some parents see it as the ideal stepping stone for a child
interested in a career in the entertainment or fashion
industry while others think of it as a way to save a little
money for their child’s future.

Whichever category you fall into, it’s vital that both you and
your child understand the ins and outs of the industry. So
take some time to read through the information below
before deciding to take any further steps.

Is My Child Suited to the Industry?

This is an incredibly important question that either parents
or teen models must ask themselves because let’s face it;
not everyone is suited to a life in front of the camera.

And believe it or not, we’re not just talking about good looks,
great teeth, and a clear complexion. A child model’s
confidence and attitude can be just as important.

It’s lots of hard work

Some parents and models have told us how surprised they
were to learn that modelling takes so much effort. They
thought they would just roll up to the shoot, take some
photos, and be on their way home in the space of an hour
or two.

This is rarely the case as shoots often involve multiple
wardrobe changes, background changes, and several hair
and makeup sessions. So yes, it can get very tiring.

Rejection can be hard to take

Rejection is something that is unavoidable in this
industry, and it happens a lot. Everything depends on
what the company or photographer are looking out
for, and if a child doesn’t have it, then they won’t get
the gig.

It’s nothing personal but for some children and
parents, the rejection can be hard to take. This is
particularly true for teen models who are much more
involved in the business side of their career.

Both parent and child need to be able to deal with this
and know from the outset that rejection will happen.

Building Your Portfolio

A child model’s portfolio is hugely important to their
chances of success. Without one, the agency cannot
put them forward for work while a poorly
photographed portfolio is just as damaging.

This is why many agencies require that you have a
professionally photographed portfolio. Believe us
when we say that unless you are a professional
photographer, this is not something you want to do by
yourself.

Your agency will often have a few local
photographers that they can recommend while some
may even require you to use a particular studio or
photographer. Don’t be surprised if this sets you back
a few hundred dollars so be prepared to spend.
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Congratulations on emerging
Little Miss Africa Miss Smile,
how does this make you feel?
I feel really honored and blessed
because there were other kids
that i felt were better than me
but God made me stand out.

Tell us about yourself?
My name is Victoria Jolie James
popularly known as Vhee and I
am 10 years old. I am a student
of Mercuri Foundation
Montessori College and I am in
JSS3. 

What were the challenges
you faced during the contest
and how you overcame
them?
My biggest challenge was
funds but my mum tried her
best and God saw me
through. 

God's grace made, my height and
my determination. 

What was the most difficult
challenge competing in this
Pageant?
There was no difficult challenge for
me because before I embark on any
project, i seek God's help and
guidance. 

How long have you been
modeling? 
I started modeling at the age of 6.

Who is your role model
and why?
Surprisingly my role model is
my age mate, her name is
June Alaare Wisse. I love the
boldness she has whenever
she's doing any job she has.
She delivers her job with so
much confidence and i love
her for that and i also look
forward to doing jobs with
her. And also myself to get
the best out of myself.

What should people
expect from you as you
embark on your journey
as a queen?
I'll use my crown to motivate
my peers positively. 

10

What do you think made you
stand out from other
contestants?

What motivates you in
pursuing modeling as a
career?
My mum motivates me to
pursue modeling as my
career. 

Which brands are looking
forward to work with?

I look forward to working
with a lot of brands like lush
hair, Indomie, Crocs Nigeria,
Glo lte(working currently
with them), KidzNMore(my
soap and cream plug), other
skin care brands, fashion
brands and other top
modeling brands. 

Where do you see yourself
in the next 10 years?

I see myself walking on big
runways and shoots that
would get me 6 figures salary. 



My mum motivates me to pursue modeling as my
career.

My name is Victoria Jolie James popularly known as
Vhee and I am 10 years old. I am a student of Mercuri
Foundation Montessori College and I am in JSS3.  I am
available for Fashion shoot, Product influencing,
Commercials, TV advert, Photo shoot, Brand advert and
Billboard advert and also available to travel. 
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POSING
TIPS FOR

KID
MODELS

Strike a pose! This famous lyric also happens to be one of
the biggest elements to being a model. Posing is a skill that
all models will need to have, and one that is certain to be
expected of them. Regardless of age, posing for a
photoshoot is simply part of the job description. When
starting out as a child model, your child will have to
practice posing in order to get better and book more jobs.
There are many ways to become better at model poses, so
we’re mentioning just a few of the ways your child can
improve their posing skills.

Practice at Home

Although ‘practice makes perfect’ is a cliché, it still rings
true when it comes to modeling. The more your child model
poses at home and practices different strategies, the more
comfortable they will be doing so in an audition or on a job.
The key is to constantly be snapping pics of them while
they are practicing so they can see what they need to
improve on. Maybe they make an uncomfortable face
when in a specific pose, or maybe their arm isn’t bending
the way it’s supposed to? The only way to fix these is by
practicing and working to improve their posing skills.

Copycat

One of the great ways to learn new poses while practicing
at home is to take a bunch of fashion magazines and try to
copy the poses that professional models are making. Look
at the top models who are at the top of their game, and
have your child work at copying the best in the biz. This
allows them to add more poses to their repertoire which will
make them even more bookable. Again, make sure to take
pictures of them practicing these poses so they can see
where they need to improve. 

Action Shots

Action poses for action shots are a big part of child
modeling. If they are looking to book with sports
apparel brands then they’ll need to work on their
action poses as well. This will take a little more work
because usually it involves movement which can be
hard to emulate. The best way would be to take
pictures of them as they are playing a sport of some
kind and then try and copy the natural action pose
they are making while playing the sport. For example,
during a soccer game snap as many pics as you can
of your child running, kicking, sliding, etc. Then when
you get home have them practice those specific
poses.

Keep Moving, But Slowly

You’ll want your young child model to keep their poses
moving and alive — yet for the photographer's sake,
they should be changing their poses slowly. Aim to
switch positions every three seconds, that way
whoever is shooting them will have ample time to
capture what mood they are trying to express with
each pose. 

Listen to the Photographer

One posing skill that any child can learn is to take
direction. This also happens to be one of the most
attractive qualities a model can have. When a child
model learns to listen to their photographer, the shoot
will go much more smoothly — which will mean
booking more jobs in the long run. Another tip, when
looking directly at the camera, have them practice
looking behind the camera, this creates a more
natural and candid look. 

Your agency will often have a few local
photographers that they can recommend while some
may even require you to use a particular studio or
photographer. Don’t be surprised if this sets you back
a few hundred dollars so be prepared to spend.

F O U R W A L L  K I D  M A G A Z I N E  
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YA I am Tatiana Yahaya, popularly

known has Rio Tatiana. I am a
five years old kid model who
has passion for
fashion,photography, stylist,
videography, influencer and
acting. I work mainly in the
field of fashion shoot and
product advert. I am
courageous and never too big
to be corrected.

She started her Modeling
career when her love for poses
was discovered by her first
photographer. This was
discovered when she was
making her two years old
birthday shoot. Her poses were
amazing, that the
photographer was false to ask
if she had been doing this
occasionally...I laughed and
responded it was her first
shoot.

She has competed in so many
contest e.g proud kids Naija,
#repyourpassionandachievem
entchallenge, Charminkids etc
some she was even underage
but have the courage and
believe she can. She won the
'Most Talented Little Princess'.
'Most courageous Princess' and
also made the 'Little Miss
Adorable Charmin princess
Universe'22. She is the current
Miss culture of her school.
Currently, she is into a contest
as the "Little Miss Africa".
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Model Type: Child Model
Location: Lagos state, Nigeria
Gender: Female

MODEL STATS

Height: 102
Waist: 20
Bust: 20
Hip: 21
Shoe: 29
Skin: Fair
Eyes: Black
Hair: Black

Whatsapp: +2349071906683
Email:
princessriotatiana@gmail.com
Instagram:
@rio_tatiana_official
Agency: Rio Talent Stars

MODEL PROFILE

FOR BOOKING
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FOR ENQUIRIES

FIND THE RIGHT
MODEL FOR
YOUR JOB

Get connected
Book with ease

If you want an easy online way to find models
for your next project, create your professional
profile, add links to your website and social
media and enter a short bio about yourself or
company. You can also upload some
examples of your work.

Once approved by our team, you can have
access to directly book models via our
model search, or post a job offer on our Job
Marketplace for models to apply and you
choose the right model that fit your criteria
for your project.. .

Go to Find Model, choose any model that fit the
criteria of your project. Click on Book Model on
their portfolio, enter the location, budget, date
of the job and description of the job. After
sending your request, the model will accept or
decline your offer and you will be notified as
soon as the model accepts.

Easy and fast online
registration

Book models for your
jobs directly online

+2347062445649 premiummodelsapp@gmail,com www.premiummodelsapp.com

Wide variety of models
to meet diverse client

needs

https://www.modelmanagement.com/model-images

